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ABSTRACT

Nanocrystalline materials have been engineered in recent decades for the potential to achieve
superior mechanical properties such as strength, ductility and toughness. When grain sizes
are reduced to < 100nm, these polycrystalline materials exhibit very interesting deformation
mechanisms that otherwise contribute little to the macroscopic deformation in their coarser
grain counterparts. For example, grain boundary (GB) migration and grain rotation start to
play significant roles as the grain boundary to bulk volume fraction increases in nanocrystalline
metals [1-3]. In this work, a phase field approach is adapted from the model of Kobayashi, et al.
[4] to allow for both GB migration and grain rotation while coupled to elasto-plastic mechanics.
The basic phase field model in [4] describes the GB network through scalar fields, θ and η. The
former describes the grain orientation in 2D, while the latter represents the ordering of the crystal
lattice, i.e. η < 1 in a disordered region like the GB, and η = 1 in an ordered region like the grain
interior . The strain energy of the system is therefore a function of the displacement field and
the local grain orientation, θ. Cubic elasticity and a simple Hill yield plasticity theory without
hardening are assumed in order to study the effects of both elastic and plastic anisotropy on GB
mediated inelastic deformation (migration and grain rotation). The framework is implemented
in a bicrystalline gold nano-pillar where the GBs are straight, as well as in an agglomerate of
gold nano-sized grains where curvature driven grain growth is also incorporated. The simulations
reveal the interplay between the different GB mediated mechanisms considered in the model with
elastic and plastic anisotropy, and we elucidate the trends of how varying plastic anisotropies
and strain rates affect the overall deformation behavior.
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